Fluidose™ Series 5
FOR UNIT-DOSE, BAR-CODED
ORAL LIQUID MEDICATION

Medical Packaging Inc.’s Fluidose™ Series 5 is an easy-to-use, high-quality, affordable liquid packaging system that provides the solution for your pharmacy to package and deliver a single, bar-coded, unit-dose package of oral liquid medication to the bedside.

The Fluidose™ Series 5 is a semi-automated, tabletop packaging system that is compliant with regulations applicable to all classes of trade for dispensing liquid medication. It provides a cost-effective alternative to purchasing bulk liquid medication pre-packaged by the manufacturer, thereby assisting your pharmacy in decreasing costs, increasing operational efficiency and reducing medication errors.

Packages an average of fifteen (15) doses per minute, dependent on fill rate and viscosity of liquid medication.

Three (3) cup sizes available in different colors for easy identification of controlled or refrigerated medications. Class A package provides up to twelve (12) month expiration from date of packaging (not to exceed manufacturer date of expiration).

 MPI also offers unit-dose, bar-coded solutions for:

- **ORAL SOLID PACKAGING**
  - Allo-Pill® and Auto-Pill® Express 90
- **OVERWRAPPING**
  - MPI Pharmacy Accessory Bagging System (PABS)
- **LABELING**
  - Pharmacy Accessory Label Printer

(Included with all MPI packaging systems.)

• 1D and 2D Barcode Capabilities and Advanced Barcode Builder
• Enhanced Security and Password Controls
• Label Designer and Label Preview Tools
• Comprehensive Management Reports and Digital Package Retention
• Optionally integrated with First DataBank™ drug database and image library